Assessing Vision in Elderly Patients Admitted to Hospital Following a Fall:
A Quality Improvement Project

Abstract
Introduction: Falls are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in older people, and those with reduced visual acuity are twice as likely to fall as those with normal eyesight. Accordingly, NICE guidelines recommend assessment of vision as part of a multi-factorial risk assessment in older people, who present for medical attention, because of a fall.

Methods: We included all patients admitted to a senior health ward at St George’s hospital because of a fall. A baseline audit was conducted in May 2020. Our primary intervention was a departmental teaching session with subsequent first cycle data. We trialled the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’ recommended by the Royal College of Physicians. Our secondary intervention was designing an ‘initial assessment’ proforma to include a section for sensory impairment followed by a second cycle data collection.

Results: Our initial results showed that none of the 24 patients admitted with a fall had any form of documented visual assessment. Using a simple bedside vision check tool, we found 22% (n=2) of screened patients had significantly impaired vision. Following our teaching session, 50% (n=7) of patients had some form of visual assessment on admission and after introduction of the proforma this increased to 56% (n=5). Visual risk factors were identified in multiple patients, including outdated prescriptions for corrective glasses.

Discussion: Identifying reversible visual risk factors may reduce recurrent falls and subsequent complications as well as hospital admissions in older patients. A teaching session was found to be effective, however a ‘proforma’ may encourage more sustainable improvements. The reduction in ophthalmology and optometry services during the Covid-19 pandemic will inevitably increase prevalence of visual risk factors. Effects including delayed eyesight tests and cataract operations. It is therefore more important now than ever, to ensure bedside assessment of vision in older adults presenting to hospital, with a fall and proactively in falls prevention strategies.
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Introduction
Falls are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in older people. It is estimated that one-third of people aged 65 years or older fall each year, and that in half of these cases falls are recurrent. Falls are a major cause of injury-related hospitalisation in this age group and the resulting injuries lead to disability, loss of independence and increased mortality. In addition to the human cost of falling, falls are estimated to cost the UK National Health Service (NHS) more than £2.3 billion a year. Impaired vision is an important and independent risk factor for falls. People with impaired vision are twice as likely to fall as those with normal eyesight. Notably, impairments in visual acuity, stereopsis, contrast sensitivity or visual fields, have all been consistently reported to increase the likelihood of falling. Unsuitable spectacle prescriptions have also been identified as a risk factor for falling. Of note, multifocal glasses (most common of which are bifocals) have been shown to increase risk of falls outside the home and walking up and downstairs.

Considering this, current guidelines by the National
Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) recommend assessment of vision as part of a multifactorial risk assessment in all older people, who present for medical attention because of a fall.\(^6\)

Despite the evidence and recommendations, most patients do not have their vision assessed when admitted to hospital, due to a fall. The National Audit of Inpatient Falls (NAIF) report in 2015 recommended that all patients over the age of 65, should have a visual assessment at admission but found that less than half had a vision assessment when they went into hospital.\(^10\) Consequently, the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’ was designed by NAIF in collaboration with partners including the Royal College and Ophthalmologists and Royal College of Physicians.\(^11\) This tool aims to support clinical staff in assessing vision impairment in older people who have had falls, and consists of a mixture of questions and visual aids to help clinicians check eyesight at the patients’ bedside. The tool includes a brief visual history, a tool to check near and distance vision (Fig. 1) and prompts to check eye movements and visual fields to confrontation.

**Figure 1.** Distance and near vision check images used in the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’\(^11\)

Despite the advent of tools to aid simple bedside vision assessment, basic assessment of vision remains an area for significant improvement in the multifactorial risk assessment in older patients presenting with a fall. The reasons for this are probably related to how busy clinicians assessing these patients are, and
limited access to the bedside tools needed to assess vision.
The primary purpose of our audit was initially to assess whether we were achieving the recommended standard for vision assessment in older patients admitted to a senior health ward with a fall. Based on NICE guidelines and the NAIF report 2015, the audit standard was that all patients over the age of 65 years, should have a visual assessment on admission.

Our aim was to then evaluate effect of simple interventions on visual assessment of patients admitted to a senior health ward with a fall. These interventions included a departmental teaching session and design and implementation of an assessment proforma.

**Methods**
The project was designed and undertaken by doctors on the ward and included all patients admitted to a senior health ward at St George’s University Hospital due to a fall. Data was collected by reviewing the documentation on the electronic patient record (iCLIP – Cerner Millennium) with focus on the admission clerking and the initial consultant assessment after transfer to the ward. The timeline of the quality improvement project (QIP) is illustrated in figure 2.

A baseline audit was conducted in May 2020 to assess whether patients in this group had any form of visual assessment documented upon admission to the ward. This included 24 patients (aged 74-97). The junior doctors then trialled the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’ tool between 03/06/20-15/06/20 to identify the prevalence of unidentified visual impairment amongst inpatients who had been admitted to the ward with a fall. This included 9 patients (75-89 years). We recorded a brief history (including last eye check and whether they have up to date glasses within 6 months), distance vision, near vision, eye movements and visual fields to confrontation.
Following the trial of the vision check tool we carried out our primary intervention. This was a departmental teaching session on 26/06/20, attended by doctors across all senior health wards in the hospital, where we presented the findings of the baseline audit and delivered practical training on use of the bedside vision assessment tool. First cycle data was collected between 27/06/20-23/07/20. This included 15 patients (aged 71-103 years), 1 patient was excluded due to being at the end of life.

Our second intervention was introducing an ‘initial assessment’ proforma which specifically included a section for sensory impairment. The second cycle of data collection took place between 24/07/20 – 31/07/20. This included 9 patients (70-98 years).

**Results**

In the baseline audit, we found that none of the 24 patients admitted to the ward with a fall, had any form of visual assessment documented. Using the bedside vision assessment tool, we found that 22% (n=2) of screened patients had significantly impaired vision which had previously been unidentified. Notably, one patient’s visual acuity was reduced to counting fingers. The second patient had significant bitemporal hemianopia and was wearing bifocal glasses. A further 44% (n=4) had mild to moderate impairment of visual acuity. These included one patient with reduced near and distance vision (able to read large letters at near distance only), one patient with reduced near and distance vision in left eye and two patients with reduced near vision only.

Following the primary intervention (departmental teaching session), 50% (n=7) of patients admitted to the ward with a fall during the specified period had some form of visual assessment documented on admission (Fig 3). Following the secondary intervention (introduction of a proforma), 56% (n=5) of patients admitted to the ward with a fall during the specified period had some form of visual assessment documented on admission (Fig 4).

**Cycle 1**

**Intervention 1: Teaching session on 26/06/20**

- Data collected: Admissions to Senior Health Ward with fall between 26/06/20-23/07/20
- 15 patients – 1 patient excluded as end of life

**Figure 3. Results of intervention 1 – departmental teaching session**
Figure 4. Results of intervention 2 – introduction of ‘initial assessment’ proforma
Visual risk factors identified and documented in the two cycles included outdated glasses prescription and significant visual field defects.

**Discussion**

With an ageing population, there will be an inevitable prevalence of age-related visual impairment. Some causes, including age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and glaucoma, are associated with progressive decline in visual function. However, a substantial portion of visual impairment in older people can be attributed to correctable causes, such as under-corrected refractive errors and/or cataracts. Given that visual risk factors are significant and modifiable for prevention of falls in older patients, identifying these in a timely fashion may reduce recurrent falls and hospital admissions in this patient group. Despite this, results of our baseline audit found that the majority of older patients do not have any documented vision assessment when admitted to hospital because of a fall. One suggested barrier is difficulty in finding a standardised approach for clinicians to basic vision assessment that is achievable in an acute hospital setting. As a result, simple tools such as the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’ have been designed and created to support busy clinical staff in assessing vision impairment in older people. Using this tool, we identified significant visual impairment amongst inpatients on the ward who had been admitted with a fall which had not previous been noted at any point during admission. One patient’s visual acuity was reduced to counting fingers and another patient had significant bitemporal hemianopia and was wearing bifocal glasses which are a known risk factor for falls in older patients. The duration of assessment using this tool ranged from three to five minutes and the tool is designed for use by doctors, nurses or therapists at the bedside.

The improvement in visual assessment following our primary intervention, showed that a departmental teaching session could be an effective intervention. Our teaching session was attended by doctors as the primary aim of our project was to evaluate the efficacy and feasibility of introducing visual assessment into our practice. However, to encourage sustainability of the visual assessment, it would be important to repeat the primary intervention with members of the multidisciplinary team, including nurses and therapists. Given the regular turnover of doctors, the involvement of a multi-professional workforce will underpin longstanding incorporation of the visual assessment into ‘usual’ practice.

To promote more sustainable improvements, we designed and introduced an ‘initial assessment’ proforma, which included a section for sensory impairment. This was used for documentation of the initial consultant ward round for each patient. The proforma resulted in a marginal improvement in visual
assessments when compared with the teaching session alone, but showed additional advantages. For example, in one case, the visual assessment was revisited when it could not be performed on initial review because the patient was too drowsy. In the future, it would be useful to incorporate visual assessment into pro formas used in multidisciplinary team meetings.

As a likely result of the improvement in the frequency of visual assessment of patients admitted to the ward with a fall, visual risk factors were identified as contributing factors to several falls in our QIP. Notably, the primary cause of fall for one patient was forgetting to wear their glasses, and this had been unidentifed during their initial clerking in both the emergency department and acute medical unit.

To our knowledge, there are no projects in the literature which have studies the effectiveness or use the ‘Look out! Bedside vision check for falls prevention’. A closed loop audit using a series of interventions (including displaying posters on the wards, checking whether bedside equipment such as Snellen charts were available and facilitating replacement if missing and a teaching presentation) delivered to the senior health team, found that these were unsuccessful in improving adherence to guidelines. This perhaps highlights the importance of introducing a brief, user friendly and standardised tool for vision assessment, in a busy high pressure inpatient environment.

With under-corrected refractive errors, being a common correctable cause of vision impairment in older people, a basic action would be advising patients to have timely optometric tests. Furthermore, informing patients that free NHS eye tests are available at home for patients (who may be unable to leave home due to disability or illness), and helping to facilitate these as part of discharge planning arrangements, may be an effective intervention. Identifying and advising on the additional risks from the use of bifocal glasses is another simple action which can reduce the risk of falls.

The effect of novel Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) on ophthalmology and optometry services has been dramatic with significant delays in face-to-face assessments due to shielding amongst the elderly population and a reduction in services. These effects will likely increase prevalence of visual impairment. For example, overdue eye tests due to isolation or reduced services may result in outdated prescriptions. Furthermore, a backlog in cataract surgery may result in increase in the maturity of cataracts. Delayed outpatient ophthalmology appointments for chronic eye conditions such as glaucoma and macular degeneration may result in worsening visual symptoms. It is therefore more important than ever to ensure assessment of vision in older patients presenting for medical attention with falls.

Limitations and considerations

Our QIP identified an important area with significant need for improvement in our practice. Limitations of this QIP include the small sample size and variable duration of data collection per cycle. These limitations arose due to the changeover of doctors occurring in August and conducting the project during the Covid-19 pandemic. Furthermore, our QIP was conducted by doctors, as the primary aim of our project was to evaluate the efficacy and feasibility of introducing visual assessment into our practice. We acknowledge that involvement of a multi-professional workforce would be important for sustainable improvement; training members of the multi-disciplinary team to conduct a bedside visual assessment and incorporating this into team meetings would be an important next step.

It is also worth considering that some of the patients suffer from cognitive impairment, in some cases the assessment may not have been entirely reliable. In the future, we would like to explore how we can design visual assessment tools for patients with cognitive impairment.
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